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Intellectuals breaking shit. Stuff, yes stuff.
by Freyja Reynisdóttir and Arnar Ómarsson
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It is fitting to thank all involved and specifically the organisers. Overall this proofed to be
extremely rewarding, yet a demanding process that surprised us in so many ways. It is
important to us that this workshop is part of a project that we are doing in Aarhus. That
placed the time in Helenekilde within our personal work in a way we could easily accept
and understand. As it was for you, it was an experiment for us looking at the creative
process and working with objects and in some regards, experts on objects. We have made
a list of comments and we hope you find them well.
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META
- The planning process was smooth and timely, there was no
stress on our behalf which made the first day of our arrival a
pleasant day of relaxing, talking and observing.
- The arrangement with tools and material seemed to fit quite
well, we are not sure if we would have benefitted much by having
the third person. The work flow was governed by use-what-wegot and that worked fine, but of course there were some things
we could not anticipate.
- food was amazing (which is actually very important to projects
like this). During the food brakes we also managed to talk with
the participants and get to know what they are about and what
they work with. That benefitted the whole process.
- Accommodation was great and provided a comfortable
atmosphere for participants and us as well.
Workshop
- participants were willing to leave their comfort zone and enter
our sphere of non-sense.
- collaborative interest seemed high in general
- professionalism very high
- ambitious atmosphere that was illustrated through
participants dedication to the work.
- all were open-minded towards us and accepted our authority
- despite the secrecy that governed the process (wildcards etc.)
all participants seemed to understand what they should/needed
to do when they arrived in the tent to work with us.

“ambitious
atmosphere that
was illustrated
through
participants
dedication to the
work”

However,
- We would have liked more time spent observing the group, as outsiders it would have given us
better perspective on its dynamics. Perhaps, if we would have showed up earlier the first day.
- We feel that it would have benefited the project to include us (the artists) more in the group work
from the time participants introduced their objects to other group members. We felt that the
participants had to explain to us things that they had already discussed and addressed in their
groups behind closed doors.
- In choosing materials to fit each project, the idea behind each installation mattered, ideas birthed
from each object so knowing their whole story mattered to us, even if it was only for choosing
material.
- Things just became more complicated than anticipated, but that was in a way expected and
perfectly fine.
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Please visit our projects website if you are interested or our personal artist websites below.
whyissomethingratherthannothing.com
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